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FS POWER+HEAT
OVERVIEW
Our FS POWER+HEAT Micro Combined Heat & Power ( CHP) unit was created from the wish to not only improve the usual CHP technology but
to improve it significantly by the introduction of our FS THERMOELECTRIC+ system. FS POWER+HEAT uses efficiently the process / waste heat
of the existing combustion engine to generate additional electricity, while building a high-quality low cost CHP that is being smaller and better
performing than its competition.
60-70% of the fuel which we use for energy generaton in regular engines is being transformed into heat. This means vice-versa that only 30-40%
is being transferred into valuable electricity. The classic combustion engine has achieved its limits at this point in time.
Regularly the electric efficiency with small CHPs is between 0,3-0,8. Units in the category MICRO and MINI are around 0,5. Our FS POWER+HEAT
shows with a very small footprint an electric efficiency from 0,7-0,9! With this it produces more electricity for its customers than any competing
product in the market, while putting out equal amounts of heat energy.

FUNCTION
Our FS POWER+HEAT solution offers an especially compact, innovatie CHP design and creates via its combustion of a primary fuel (here
gas) heat, electricity and on demand even cooling (aircondition). An additional thermoelectric Thermo-Dynamic-Cycle (TDC) uses the existing temperature range between exhaust / process heat of the combustion engine & environment for additional electricity generation.
1.

The process / waste heat is being transformed via a heat exchanger from the heat source to the right operating medium.

2.

This working pressure is being used via our FS ENGINE+ (highly efficient rotary piston engine) and is being transformed into

3.

The herewith propelled generator transform the energy with as little loss as possible into electricity.

The medium is being expanded through the heating and is creating the desired working pressure.
mechanical energy / rotation.
4.

The working medium is now being cooled and is being inserted again in the heat exchanger.

5.

The dynamic cycle starts from the beginning.

USE
REDUCTION OF OPERATING COSTS
The FS POWER+HEAT Nano CHP produces with the same used energy, an up to 50% high electricity output than common Micro CHPs. By that the
purchased electricity of the energy supplier is being reduced or the compensated and by the customer supplied electricity is being increased .

SHORT AMORTIZATION PERIOD
The FS POWER+HEAT Nano CHP amortizes itself thanks to its better energy efficiency earlier than any other product in the market in this
category. Our customers are coming faster into the „PLUS“ and have a better Return on Investment (ROI) with better use and higher gains.

ADVANTAGES
COMPACT AND SILENT
Unsere Lösung ist nicht nur innovativ sondern auch besonders kompakt, platzsparend und geräuscharm konzipiert, so dass sie sich einfach und
angenehm installieren und betreiben lässt.

LOW WEAR & TEAR
A big oil reservoir as well as a 3-fold cooling (Oil, Water, Air) not only cater for a higher efficiency of the engine but also reduce its wear &
tear and emissions.

EASY SERVICE & MAINTENANCE
Through the FUELSAVE „plug-and-play“ service concept as well as very low maintenance need. our customers benefit from stable run times,
low maintenance costs and fast replacement services in case of probems. Here we like to mention that the TDC module is by the way a
closed system and is completely maintenance free.

WELL SCALABLE
We offer FS POWER+HEAT in different power / performance ranges from 1kW - 30 kW electrical power accordig to the specific need.

CASE
STUDY
AKT UND LEISE
Here we show a sample calculation to compare current MICRO CHP power classes (21 kW total power - electricity + power) under the following assumption. Generaly applies: the bigger the system, the more efficient the overall system performs.
Electrical power FS POWER+HEAT:		

10 kW

Costs for external elecricity:		

0,25 Euro / kWh

Thermical power FS POWER+HEAT:		

11 kW

Supply into the grid:			

2/3

Electrical power STANDARD:		

7 kW

Compensation for supply into grid:		

0,10 Euro / kWh

Thermical power STANDARD:		

14 kW

Price for FS POWER+HEAT:			

5.000 Euro

Operating hours per year: 		

5.000

Maintenance costs:			

0,02 Euro / kWh

Warranty Period & Extension:		

3+3+3 (9 total)

Own Usage :			1/3

COST REDUCTION / INCOME
1kW x 0,25 Euro x 5.000 hours		

= 1.250 Euro / year

2kW x 0,10 Euro x 5.000 hours		

= 1.000 Euro / year

TOTAL				

= 2.250 Euro / year

COSTS OF FS POWER+HEAT		

= 5.000 Euro

EXPECTED AMORTIZATION PERIOD		

ca. 2,5 Jahre

STATUS AFTER 5 YEARS
INCOME : 2.250 Euro * 5 		

= 11.250 Euro

COSTS:				= 5.000 Euro
PROFIT				

= 6.250 Euro

(ROI = 225,00 %)

STATUS NACH 10 JAHREN
INCOME : 2.250 Euro * 10		

= 22.500 Euro

COSTS:				= 5.000 Euro
PROFIT				= 17.500 Euro

( ROI = 450,00 %)
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